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SeptemberNewsletter 
Check out what Body by Obona has been up to!!



Fitness Tips
Resistance Training

 
Resistance training is simply a form 
of training in which you're working 
against some type of force that 
"resists" your movement. Most 
people are familiar with weightlifting, 
but there are other kinds of activities 
that fall under the heading of 
resistance training, including 
bodyweight exercises, dragging 
sleds, running with parachutes, and 

even movement in water.
Let's talk about the basics:
1.  Choose the right exercises:  Some exercises are better—way better—for 
building muscle than others. Choose moves that are multijoint in nature. That 
means an exercise is a better choice if movement is occurring at two or more 
joints.
2.  Wait At Least 48 Hours Before Repeating A WorkoutSome newbies might be 
stunned to learn that resistance training does not build muscle. Rather, it 
actually begins a process in which muscle building can occur in the presence of 
sound nutrition and adequate rest. It's the initial stimulus that begins a chain of 
events that causes the muscle to repair itself and make itself stronger the next 
time you hit the gym. Shortchange any of these factors, and you compromise 
your gains.
3.  Control The MotionRegardless of whether you're using a light or heavy 
weight, control the motion. Here's a good way to perform your reps: Inhale and 
hold your breath as you lift the weight in a strong and forceful manner, exhaling 
only over the top portion of the movement.Then lower the weight under control 
as you breathe in. Reverse direction smoothly at the bottom position, never 
bouncing the weight at the bottom. It will become second nature with time.
Learn more at:
https://www.bodybuilding.com/content/beginners-guide-to-resistance-
training.html
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Nutritional Tips
Take it to the Next Level

 
1. TRY NOT TO SKIP MEALS
One of the worst mistakes you can 
make on the journey to achieving 
your fitness goals is to eat too little or 
even skip meals entirely. It’s the 
wrong approach for long term weight 
management and/or weight loss.  Like 
a car, your body needs fuel to run. 
One approach to ensuring you have 
the energy you need and not 
encountering spikes or drops in blood 
sugar levels is to spread out your 
meals throughout the day and include 
nutrient-rich foods such as whole 
grains, healthy fats and oils, and lean 
protein.
2.  OPT FOR PROTEIN POST-
WORKOUT
Protein is critical for repairing and 
building muscle after a workout. 
Protein-rich foods include eggs, tuna, 
lean meat, soy, dairy, nuts, grains, 
and beans. Incorporating these foods 
into your post-workout meals can 
have a positive effect on your muscle 
growth. You should also focus on 

distributing your protein intake evenly 
throughout the day for maximum 
muscle stimulus.
3.  DRINK PLENTY OF FLUIDS
Make sure to drink enough not only 
during your workout, but throughout 
the entire day. In the case of 
dehydration, your muscle cells can no 
longer be provided with an adequate 
supply of oxygen and nutrients, which 
can be disastrous for athletes. But 
how much fluid does our body 
actually need? The basic rule of 
thumb is:35 ml x kg body weight = ml 
fluid per dayIf you engage in 
moderate or intense physical activity, 
you should consume an additional 0.5 
to 1 liter of fluids. Drink before you 
feel thirsty. That way you have more 
energy throughout the day and can 
prevent fatigue and headaches before 
they occur.
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Recipes
Buttery Herb Roast Turkey

 

-2 stalks celery, cut in 3-inch pieces
-2 medium carrots, cut in 3-inch 
pieces
-1 medium onion, coarsely 
chopped
-10 lb turkey, rinsed and patted dry 
or Turkey breast
-1/2 cup I Can’t believe its not 
Butter
-1 tbsp chopped fresh thyme
-2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
-2 tbsp lemon juice
Instructions:
-Preheat oven to 425.  Arrange 
celery, carrots, and onion in bottom 
of large roasting pan; set aside.
-Season turkey, if desired, with 
black peper or Mrs Dash 
seasonings; set aside.

-Combine butter thyme, garlic and 
lemon juice in a small bowl.  
Starting near cavity opening, gently 
loosen the turkey skin.  Spread ½ 
of the spread mixture under the 
skin over the breast, legs and 
thighs, then spread the remaining 
mixture over the outside of the 
turkey.  Set turkey on top of the 
vegetables in roasting pan.
-Bake 30 minutes.  Reduce oven 
temp to 375 and loosely tent with 
aluminum foil.  Bake an additional 2 
½ hours or until meat thermometer 
inserted in thickest part of thigh 
reaches 180.
-Remove turkey to serving platter 
and cover with foil.  Let stand 20 
minutes before serving.

Get more recipes at:
https://bodybyobonallc.com/recipes
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BBO Clothing 
Store

From clothing to workout 
equipment to drink ware, 
BBO Clothing has what 

you are looking for!  

Get your Obonagirl Mug 
today for $14.99!

Order today:
https://bboclothing.com
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